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Underground galleries built in the course of mining activities in the natural surroundings 

underground bear witness to the development of engineering expertise, demonstrating the symbiosis 

between human activities and geological environment. The spatial structure of underground headings, 

galleries, pits and caverns was created in the course of dynamic interactions between the rock strata 

and  human activities within its surroundings. On one hand its spatial form is the result of geological 

structure of the rock mass,  and on the other- it is a derivative of mining methods developed over the 

course of time.  

Mine supports as the elements securing the underground sites are an inherent man –made 

components of underground galleries. Their structure was adapted  to  various mining techniques: 

block mining, drift mining, dependent on the type of material available in situ, engineers’ invention, 

mining traditions and local conditions in the area.  The supports were provided alongside  the 

progressing mining operations. Their actual design structure and geometry depended on  the available  

space opened by mining methods. There were several types of support design structures, provided in 

underground headings, galleries, pits and caverns. Construction methods and  techniques varied too, 

and the  materials used included rock, bricks, wood or steel. 

This study examines the geometry of old mine support structures, starting from simple 

props   and chock supports to polygonal supports to refined truss or basket supports. The focus is on 

spatial structures of mine supports, geometry of their structural components’ cross-profiles and the 

locking (anchor) systems. The purpose of the present study is to define the geometric and spatial 

relations between the actual shape of structural elements and the man-made underground spatial 

structure. A systematic description of the geometry and forms of structural elements used in old 

underground roof supports is a vital aspect involved in protection of  heritage present underground. 
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Fig 1. Wooden truss-type support in an excavation mined by block working- Michałowski cavern, 

salt mine Wieliczka (author: ACM). 
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